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Supplementary Material. We reviewed the ten most recent papers on fire ecology published in each of five exemplar journals (Biological Conservation, Ecology, Forest
Ecology and Management, Global Ecology and Biogeography and International Journal of Wildland Fire; n = 50 papers). On 11/06/2018 we used the keyword ‘fire’ to search for
relevant articles, using the search engine provided by the publisher of each journal. Results were sorted by date and papers were included in the review if they
investigated either animal or plant associations with fire. We excluded articles that did not present new data or that examined data on fires but not animals or plants. For
each journal, we classified the ten most recent papers that met our criteria as either animal-based (‘Animals’), plant-based (‘Plants’) or investigating both animals and
plants (‘Joint’). Studies were classified as joint if they assessed associations of both animals and plants with fire or explicitly incorporated both groups into experimental
design.
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atmospheric pCO2, climate, and fire
as drivers of C4‐grass abundance
A fire‐driven shift from forest to non‐
forest: evidence for alternative stable
states?
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scorch and competition release on the
physiological and growth response of
Pinus halepensis Mill. using d13C and
d18O isotopes
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lines in sandy upland jack pine (Pinus
banksiana) forests
Fuel mass and stand structure 13
years after logging of a severely
burned ponderosa pine forest in
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growth of three invasive plants in
response to five forest management
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Washington, USA
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vegetation structure on the response
of Mediterranean lizards to fire
Structural diversity and dynamics of
boreal old-growth forests case study
in Eastern Canada
Long-term potential for fires in
estimates of the occurrence of
savannas in the tropics
Not only trees: Grasses determine
African tropical biome distributions
via water limitation and fire
Are strong fire–vegetation feedbacks
needed to explain the spatial
distribution of tropical tree cover?
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West African ungulate assemblages:
effects of fire, climate and soil
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responses of reptiles
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productivity and disturbance gradient
in mediterranean shrublands of south‐
east Australia
Relationships among fire frequency,
rainfall and vegetation patterns in the
wet–dry tropics of northern Australia:
an analysis based on NOAA-AVHRR
data
Importance of internal refuges and the
external unburnt area in the recovery
of rodent populations after wildfire
Post-fire surface fuel dynamics in
California forests across three burn
severity classes
Tundra avian community
composition during recovery from the
Anaktuvuk River Fire
Short-term stem mortality of 10
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following prescribed burning in
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